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74 Students Attend This Year's
Career Counseling Program
By WILLIAM G. BILLINGHAM

The Alumni Association's Career

B.C. and Emmanuel
Hold Joint Concert

Counseling Program has finally
caught the attention of the B.C.
students, and judging from the
record attendance at the NovemThe Boston College Glee Club
ber 30th conference, particularly and the Emmanuel College Glee
College
of Club presented a joint concert on
the students of the
Business Administration. Of the December 10, at 3:00 in the after74 attending the program, 60 were noon. This concert was a continuaCBA students, 11 A&S, and 3 from tion of the annual concerts which
the Evening College. At this meet- have been so well received in the
ing eight prominent alumni held past.
sessions covering such varied caAmong the works performed by
reer opportunities as medicine,
journalism, finance, sales, systems the combined Glee Clubs was SchuMass in G with string quarengineering, research, social work, bert's
Hallelujah Chorus from
tet.
The
ownership.
and restaurant
Handel's
Messiah
also highlighted
On last Wednesday evening the
A quartet of
Alumni Association concluded the the performance.
current series of programs when Robert Frost poems set to music
created a wintery New England
Dr. John J. Brennan, Jr., '42 atmosphere.
The beautiful Carol

CBA, Vice-President and Treasurer, Electronics Corporation of of the Drums concluded the conAmerica, addressed his audience cert.

of undergraduates on "How To
Get Your Job." Following his talk
a panel of successful graduates
comprised of S. Joseph Lascocco,
'43 CBA, Executive Vice-President,
Universal Food Systems, Inc.;
George Donaldson, '29, Director of
Placement, Boston College; Cameron Beers, '51, Manufacturing
Manager, Simplex Wire and Cable
Co.; Francis Manniz, '52, President, F. L. Mannix Co., Personnel Management Consultants; and
Charles Doherty, '51, Personnel
Labor Relations, First National
Stores, Inc.; answered questions
concerning career opportunities.
The program began in 1960 under
the guidance of Dr. John J. Brennan '42, then President of the
Alumni Association. Its purpose is
to help the students of Boston Col(Continued on Page 3)

Saltonstall
Here Thursday
The Honorable Leverett Saltonstall will speak at Boston College
on Thursday, December 14. Senator Saltonstall is considered top
contender for the post of Chairman of the Republican Policy
Committee; the position was vacated recently by the death of
Styles Bridges.

Senator Saltonstall, the Senior
Senator from Massachusetts, is
also the ranking Republican on the
Armed Services and Appropriations Committee. The Boston College Young Republicans are sponsoring his lecture.

Capacity Crowd At Roberts Center
Enjoys T.S. Eliot's Poetry Reading
By ROBERT
Monday nights lecture was a
home-coming for Thomas Steams
Eliot, the boy from St. Louis and

Harvard, who has become as much
a London man as Samuel Johnson
and is now the first poet of the
Queen's dominions.
It was a climax of a brief but
triumphant tour which began
Thanksgiving evening at the Poetry
Center of New York where Mr.
Eliot lectured on"a retrospective
view of my own criticism." At a
second appearance there on Nov.
25 he read from his poems to
another capacity audience. Next
on his tour he lectured at Vale
University to an audience of
twenty-five hundred before appearing here at the Heights for the
second time.
Why does Mr. Eliot return to
Boston College? The answer is the
spell-bound attention of the audience and their affection which twice
brought them to their feet in a
standing ovation.
He came back to B.C. because of
the happy memories of his first
visit three years ago and those
chords of friendships were enlarged by the warmth and adulation of the four thousand people
who turned out Monday evening.
They came from almost incredible distances. All twenty-five universities and colleges in the Boston
area were represented. There were
some with delegations of over onehundred each as well as individuals
from Harvard, Radcliffe, LaSalle,
Wellesley, Hofstra and Bridgewater State. Other large groups
came from The State College of
Rhode Island, Smith, Boston University, Wheelock, Merrimack and
Newton College of the Sacred
Heart.

GUNDERSON

(See Page 5)
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Cambridge University Team
Opposes BC Debaters Tonight

Alpha and Omega
Honors Father Walsh

The annual Installation Banquet
of the Alpha and Omega Honor
Society of the School of Education
This evening at 7:30 in the audiwas held last Thursday evening at
torium of Cushing Hall, Boston
the Pillar House. Very Reverend
College students will have the opMichael Walsh, S.J., was received
portunity of observing the first
in Honorary Membership by the
public debate between an English
Society in recognition of his disteam and the Fultonians held on
tinguished contributions to the
The Russian Film Ballad of a campus in more than two decades.
field of education. The Alpha and Soldier will be presented by the
Omega Key was presented to Fr. Boston College
Representing the Cambridge U.
Film Society in
Walsh by James Moran '62, Pres- Bapst Auditorium at 3:15 P.M. men, the debating Club of Camident of the Society.
and 8:15 P.M. on Wednesday, De- bridge University will be Mr. Leon
Father Walsh conferred the Key cember 13. Admission is 25 cents Britton and Mr. David Saunders.
of Membership upon the following for the afternoon showing and 50 They will be opposed by Mr. Andrew Somers, President of the
thirteen members of the senior cents for the evening showing.
Fulton Society, the debating club
class of the School of Education,
who have, in the opinion of faculty The Ballad of a Soldier is a of Boston College, and Mr. Louis
and students, been outstanding in perfect example of the seem- O'Malley.
academic and extra curricular ac- ing paradox of ultra-sophisticates The Cambridge students will
tivities: Sandra Tantorski, Mary championing a film which in its support the resolution: "This
Ann Moraniec, Mary Ann Nally, essence is simple, straight forward, house favors the admission of
Humbert Olivera, Edmund Gyllen- and without any of the pretens- Communist China to the United
hammer, Mary Shea, Marilyn Har- iousness that infects far too many Nations now." The Fulton debaters
rison, Joseph Roberts, Mary Ellen European films.
will take the negative position.
Tomei, James Moran, Margaret Every critic from the New Both the Cambridge University
Birmingham, Anne Madigan, and
Yorker to L'Observatore Romano, men are graduate students while
Beatrice Hanley.
from the London Times to the the B.C. students are seniors.
The Key that is presented by Phoenix Arizona Gazette, has
Debates between English and
the Society was designed by Dr. heartily approved the film's actFerdinand Rousseve of the Boston ing, directing, and photography. American university students were
College Faculty. On the gold key Obviously, it must be something initiated more than twenty years
ago by Dr. Craig Baird, then Proare engraved the Greek lettters, special, and it is.
fessor of Speech at Bates College.
Alpha and Omega, signifying the
first and last cause of all things. All facsimile "Birchers" on our Dr. Baird subsequently became
The Roman Cross, is the symbol campus would do well to see president of the Speech Associaof love, living sacrifice and death Ballad of a Soldier. The trite pic- tion of America and Professor of
of Christ for mankind. The Open ture of a Russian walking around argumentation and discussion at
Book, symbol of truth, of the open with a pocket Marx in one hand, the State University of lowa. The
mind, receptive to grace and truth and a luger in the other, is, un- Institute of International Rela(Continued on Page 2)
as well as a symbol of the fortunately, all too common.
propagation of Truth by the
scholar and the teacher; the Eagle,
symbol of Boston College, of man
conquering and achieving freedom
from ignorance and doubt; the
Stars, symbol of honorableachieveOn Monday, December 9, nine- then read the general order which
ment, of one who stands out in teen
R.O.T.C. Cadets were honored stated that these students "... disexcellence preeminently among hia as Distinguished
Military Students played outstanding qualities of
of
gold
fellowmen. The
material
for
the
1961-1962
Academic year. leadership, high moral character,
the Key itself is another symbol
at four noteworthy Academic achievement,
of the royalty of Christ, of the The ceremony was heldLounge
of and exceptional aptitude for milipermanence and brilliance of true o'clock in the Senior
Lyons Hall.
tary service."
symbol
purlife,
values in
of the
Lieutenant Colonel John C.
The nineteen qualifying cadets
poses and meaning of the Alpha
Wood, Jr., Chairman of the De- designated as Distinguished Miliand Omega Society.
partment of Military Science, made tary students were then presented
the opening statement in which he their awards by Fr. Walsh, S.J.
welcomed the families of the ca- They were: Preston T. Arnold,
dets and introduced the Deans and Daniel J. Buckley, Jr., Richard D.
faculty members who were present. Carlew, Edward P. Casiere, EdAmong the honored guests were: ward R. Connelly, Mario A. Di
Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., Bellardino, Donald S. Even, Gerald
President of 8.C.; Fr. John Mc- D. Greely, Howard B. Hecht, Lee
Dr. Leonard R. Casper, Asso- Carthy, S.J., Dean of the College A. Heiler, Jr., Richard L. LaFreciate Professor of English at Bos- of Arts and Sciences; Fr. Seavey niere, Welfred S. Lavoie, Hugh D.
ton College has recently edited Joyce, S.J., Dean of the College of Mahoney, Gerald M. McKenna,
The World of Short Fiction: An Business Administration; Fr. Wil- John T. Murry, Jr., Vincent M.
International Collection in conjunc- liam Mclnnes, S.J., Associate Dean Signorello, Stephen J. Tobon, Gertion with Dr. Thomas A. Gullason, of the College of Business Admin- ald Y. Turcotte, and John Warren,
Associate Professor of English at istration; Fr. George Lawlor, S.J., Jr.
the University of Rhode Island.
Educational Guidance Director;
After receiving their awards the
The World of Short Fiction in- Dean Henry McMahon, Assistant students joined their families and
cludes the work of some of the Dean of the College of Arts and members of the administration
most important authors of Amer- Sciences and Mr. Weston Jenks, and faculty for an informal coffee
ica, England, Ireland,France, Italy, A&S Educational Guidance Direc- hour. The hostesses at that part of
Germany, Russia, South Africa, tor.
the affair were: Mary Ann Sposini,
and China represented by at least Major Howard Moore, Adjutant,
(Continued on Page 3)
two and in some cases
three
stories. These stories represent
the greatest possible variety of
§
themes and forms, techniques and § FATHER RECTOR'S
styles. The authors presented,
among others, are: Fydor Dos-

Russian Film To Be
Shown Wednesday

'

Nineteen R.O.T.C. Students Honored As
New Distinguished Military Students

Casper Edits

New Collection

Hundreds in the audience followed his grave musical voice in
Mr. Eliot's book brought with them.
His readings began with "Prufrock" which was followed by "For
The Indian Soldiers Who Died in
Africa," "Whispers of Immortality," five landscape poems, "New
Hampshire," "Virginia," "Wales,"
"Scotland," and "Cape Ann." Mr.
Eliot then remarked that he would
try to "cheer you up" with "The
Marching Song of the Pollicle Dog"
and one of cat poems, "Morgan,
The Cat."
The second half of the program
included "The Chess Game," "Four
Quartets," a reading from his play,
"The Elder Statesman" and finally
"Marina."
At the reception following the
reading there was equal representation of the Boston College Faculty, old friends of Eliot's from the
Harvard faculty and Mr. Eliot's
family. Representing Boston College were Dr. P. Albert Duhamel,
professor of English, Dr. Edward
T. Hirsh, professor of English, Dr.
Maurice J. Quinlan, professor of
English who was the chairman of
(Continued on Page 3)
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toevsky, Joseph Conrad, Stephen

Katherine Ann Porter,
James Joyce, Thomas Mann and
Franz Kafka. Also included in this
books are up-to-date biographies
on each of these authors and ten
essay-excerpts from one author's
comment on another.
For those students interested in
purchasing this book it will be
available in both hard cover ($3.75)
Crane,

t

TO THE STUDENT BODY

t

Bethlehem is a word that paints a picture of angels, shepherds, g
S kings, a star, a cave, a manger, and a Child. The Child is in the
S center of the picture, for Bethlehem is the Child and the Child S
R remains. That is why He came?to remain. The Child preserved g
R Bethlehem forever. He took His body and changed it into the SI
§ gleaming white Host. Christ lives in the Host that He may live on M
g in you, not merely as a memory but as a power and a life.
jft
(«

(Continued on Page 3)
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«
I will remember all of you in my Christmas Masses and prayers, S
K as I do each day, that the Christ Child may live in you and bless 1»
R you and give you the peace and happiness of Bethlehem for all -5
g the days of your years.
jg
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Michael P. Walsh, S.J.
President
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B.C. Dorm Council Reviews
Its Work Of Last Four Years

$J£tgijtß
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This is attested to by a superfluity of decorations found on the
trees of the upper campus after
each of the dorm students' rallies.

By ARTHUR LOTHROP, JR.
The Boston College Dormitory But the campus was buried under
Council, now in its fourth year, has 14 inches of Massachusetts snow,
been an influential organization on and many plans had to be cancelled.
campus since its beginning.
It is now several years' custom
The council's main object is to for deadlines on weekend nights to
act as a sort of mediator between be extended by one half hour in the
resident students and the admin- second semester. This change has
istration. In this capacity, it is one always been due to the influence
of the most effective means of of the Dorm Council, working with
communication on campus. Work- Father Carroll and the night office.
ing with the administration, not
Mixers and rallies are also sponagainst it, for the continued im- sored by the council. This year and
provement of Boston College, the last, the first big mixer has been a
council has brought about some successful and popular sing-along
notable changes in dorm life.
dance held in McHugh Forum. The
Last year's ill-fated winter week- council's rallies are said to be even
end, sponsored by the Dorm Coun- more spirited than those held by
cil, was the first ever held at B.C. the entire undergraduate body.

commons

PRESENTS A

CLASSICAL RECORDS
SALE
SALE
WESTMINSTER

VOX

VOX BOXES

SCHWANN CAT. LIST

L

Debaters...

Songbook Album to the first five
persons to list the titles of the
songs on this album.
Send your entry to:

WVBC Contest
Boston College
Chestnut Hill 67, Mass.
DORM

On December 13, at 8 p.m. in
Campion Auditorium, the Resident
Women's Council will present a
choral competition. All women resident students in the School of Education will participate. Individual
groups have been formed and each
group will sing three carols. Three
judges will choose the outstanding
group.

The main purpose of this com-

petition is to foster a better Christmas spirit here on campus. Everyone is invited. Following the sing

there will be records and refresh-

ments. Admission will be $.50.
GERMAN

On Wednesday, December 15, at
8:00 P.M., the Boston College German Academy will hold its annual
Christmas Party. All of the members of the Academy and their
friends are invited. An entertaining evening has been planned
which includes the Schnitzelbank
Song conducted by Dr. Boulanger,
Christmas Carols, and dancing.
This gala affair will be held in the
German Academy Conference Room
on the first floor of McElroy Commons and admission will be $1.00
per couple. Refreshments will be

(Continued from Page 1)
tions in New York City presently
sponsors these debates: each year
several teams from Oxford, Cambridge or some other English university tour the United States and
engage in a number of on-campus
debates.
This afternoon, Messrs. Brittan
and Saunders will be the guests of
the Fulton debaters at an informal served.
reception in Cushing Hall. Dean
Mary T. Kinnane, Associate Faculty Advisor of the Fulton Society WEATHER:
and Dean of Women at the School
PROBABLY FAIR WITH
of Education will preside as hostess of the occasion.
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SCHWANN CAT. LIST

BAZAAR

A bazaar will be sponsored by
The council also assumes respon- the Basic Student Nurses on
sibility for determining what must Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
be done in the way of maintenance December 13th, 14th and 15th in
at the dorms. Student complaints the Student Lounge in Cushing
about such things as telephones Hall. Food, Christmas decorations
that have not been replaced since and handicrafts will be sold. All
mischievous students misused them students are welcome to attendthis
(as in Xavier Hall) are voiced at affair which provides an opportunmeetings. Then a representative ity to some Christmas shopping on
from the council contacts the campus.
proper person in the administraPARTY
tion, and the repair or improveThe
Student
Council of the Eveusually
ment is
carried through.
ning College will hold its annual
But what is the council doing Christmas party on Thursday, Dethis year? One result of its work cember 14, from 8 to 12 in Campion
Auditorium. All the students, facwas seen in the sky above Fitton ulty and staff of the Evening ColField last week, and many ideas lege are invited. Instead of an adare now in the discussion stages. mission fee, the Student Council
Future articles will follow on this asks those who attend to bring a
gift for a needy child.
year's activities of your Modern
WVBC
Dorm Council created of, by, and
WVBC in conjunction with Cofor the students of Boston College.
lumbia Records will give away one
copy of the new Brothers Four

THE BOOKSTORE
Mcelroy

NEWS NOTES

SCHWM LIST
PER SET OF 3-12" LPS

The debate itself, open to the
public, will provide students with
an opportunity of contrasting the
English debating technique with
the American. The Oxford and
Cambridge U. men as well as other
English debating societies are regarded as direct preparation for
Parliament and the vast majority
of members enter politics.

CHANCE OF RAIN

MAN WANTED
To sell finest quality
donuts, on campus.
Fine opportunity. Call
Mrs. Burns, GRanite 9-2300

YOUR FAVORITE COMPOSERS, CONDUCTORS and ARTISTS
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MOZART
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VOX BOXES
EACH SET CONTAINS THREE 12" LPS BEAUTIFULLY BOXED INCLUDING
LIBRETTO
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A PERFECT GIFT.
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Organist, Ro f
1 "9o» Walter Kraft,
Reinhardt, Conductor ......$5.99
'
Pro Musi ca chamber orch
VBX24 HANDEL: Organ Concertos
(Complete) Vol. 11, Concertos Nos.
10-16, Walter Kraft and Eva Hoelderlin, Organists
$5.99
Pro Musica Chamber Orch., Rolf
Reinhardt, Conductor.
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$5.99
$5.99

VBX36 CORELU: Trio Sonatas Op.,
3&4, 12 church and 12 chamber

VB

Quartet

v

VBX2S BACH; Brandenb
Concertos
(Complete), Violin Concertos Nos.
1& 2, Concerto for Two Violins in
d Minor, Soloists: Reinhold Barchet and Will Beh. Jascha Horenstein and Walther Davisson,
Conductors
$5.99
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Quartet

,: ,

VBX33 VIVALDI: Flute Concerti,
Tassinari, Virtuoso Musici Di
$5.99
Milano

VBX2O VIVALDI: L'estro Armonico,
Opus 3, Pro Musica String Orchestra, Rolf Reinhardt, Conductor,
S5
~?,.
,??.,?,
?
VBX3I
VIVALDI: La Stravaganza,
Barchet Quartet. Pro Musica String
Orchestra, Rolf Reinhardt, Conductor
$5.99
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Musicorum Arcadia
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°s55.99
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VBXIIO MOZART: Piano Concertos
$5.99
(Complete) VoL
No. 22 in Eb, 23 in A, 24 in C Mm.,
25 in C, 26 in D, 27 in Bb. Ingrid
Haebler,L. Kraus,M.Tipo,Pianists.
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VBXIII MOZART: Piano Concertos
(Complete) Vol. II No 16 in D
Maj., 17 in G. Maj., 18 in Bb, 19 F,
20 D Mm., 21 C, Ingrid Haebler,
Walter Klien, Maria Tipo ... .$5.99
vbazuu balh.

Ferdinand

Matthew Passion,
Passion
it. Mattnew

Grossman, Conductor

$5.99

Vienna Chamber Orch.
VBX2OI BACH: Christmas Oratorio,
Ferdinand Grossman, Conductor,
$5.99
Vienna Symphony Orch.
V8X202 BACH- St John Passion
(Complete), 'Ferdinand Grossman,

Conductor

$5.99

Vienna sy mPho"y orch
V8X250 BEETHOVEN: Fidelio (Opera
Complete), Karl
in two acts
Boehm, Conductor
$5.99
Soloists, Chorus and Orchestra of
the Vienna State Opera.
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VBX3 MOZART: 6 String Quintets,
(X.174, 406, 515, 516, 593, 614),
Barchet Quartet, Emil Kessinger,
Vlola
55.99
VBX6 SCHUBERT: String Quartets
and Quintets, Rolf Reinhardt, Piano,
$5 qq
Endres Quartet
", Cello
,7
URY
RFPT»nvrM'V;'VBXB BEETHOVEN:
Music for"r
and Piano (Complete) Joseph
Schuster, Cello, Friedrich Wuehrer
Klano
» 5 99
VBXI2 MOZART: String Quartets
(Complete) Vol. I, (K. 80, 155-160,
168-170), Barchet Quartet ...$5.99
VBXI3 MOZART: String Quartets
(K. 171-173
(Complete) VoL
'
Quartet '
' ffl «Q
"-.",
VBXI4 ..?,.?-,
MOZART: String »'Quartets
<C°mplete) Vol. 111, (K. 464,465,
499, 575, 589, 590), The Barchet
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Preludes Onus
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Guiomar Novaes, Pianist ....$5.99
V8X402 CHOPIN: 19 Nocturnes (Complete), Piano Concerto No 1 E
Mm., Op. 11-4 Impromptus, Guiomar
Novaes and M. Horszowsky
Pianists
$5.99

VBX7 BACH: Mass in B Minor, Bach Festival Orchestra and Chorale,
Hans Grischkat, Conductor
$5.99

COME EARLY-THIS OFFER IS LIMITED

man or woman age 20 can get

$5,000 of Savings Bank Life
Insurance (5-year Renewable
Term) for only $2.25 a month.

And . . . annual dividends reduce
these costs even more. The savings
are what you get when you buy
Savings Bank Life Insurance.
Visit any Newton Savings Bank office or write to
Savings Bank Life Insurance Department
289 Washington St., Newton, Mass.

Serving the Newtons, Wellesley and Needham

NEWTON

SAVINGS BANK
ALL DEPOSITS INSURED IN FULL
CHESTNUT HILL OFFICE
9 BOYLSTON STREET
(near Star Market)
\u25ba NEWTON CORNER

\u25ba NEWTON CENTER
y NEWTON HIGHLANDS
\u25ba WELLESLEY SQUARE
\u25ba NEEDHAM SQUARE
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Professor Gyorgy Speaks Of Berlin As
An Indefensible Symbol Of Freedom
JOHN SWEENEY
By

1. Berlin, since it has become a In 12 years, 3,500,000 refugees
symbol for freedom in the cold have fled into West Berlin, or an
average of 1000 a day. This flow
war, must be defended.
was "elastic." However, Mr. Gyorgy
2. Berlin is "utterly indefensi- stated that "after the period of
ble."
'the Spirit of Camp David' the
These ominous statementsformed flow was reduced to some extent."
a major thesis for Professor An- He also stated that the employdrew Gyorgy of Boston University ment of 60 or 70,000 East Berlinin his talk "Berlin in the World ers in West Berlin was an indicaCrisis" delivered before a sparse tion of the deterioration of the
audience November 30th in Crush- East Germany economy and an
ing Hall. The Department of Gov- insult to them.
ernment presented the lecture.
That Berlin is militarily indeThe talk was divided into three fensible is shown by a comparison
main parts: 1. Description of the of the troops in Berlin. Russia has
situation before the Berlin Airlift 22 divisions (420,000 men) in East
in 1948, 2. The flow of refugees, Germany and the United States
military and economic factors, and has 15,000 men in West Berlin.
3. comments on solutions that have Mr. Gyorgy then commented on
been offered.
suggestions that have been made
In the first part, he stressed that for easing the situations:
the division, along a 28 mile On maintaining the status quo:
"border of shame," was a "Gentle- "This is impossible since the buildmen's agreement" arrived at by ing of the wall."
powers that were at the time,
On allowing East Germany to
allies.
patrol the roads and Railroads, but
The division into an East and not the air corridors: This is danWest Germany and an East and gerous, since we don't know what
West Berlin was "crystalized" by they would give in return.
the Berlin Airlift. With the airlift,
On putting pressure on USSR
the arbitrary division, which cuts to
more the border back 150 miles
across economic and political lines to put
Berlin in Western territory:
was made permanent. Shortly
"ridiculous."
up
airlift,
the
Russia
set
the
after
German Democratic Republic and
On waging "preventive" nuclear
the West set up Adenauer's Bonn war or limited war: "utterly deFederal Republic.
structive."
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Military Ball
Plans Underway

Volpe To Speak
At Law School

C.B.A. To Initiate

On Tuesday evening, December
12th, the Honorable John A. Volpe,
Governor of Massachusetts, will
speak at the Boston College Law
School. As speaker in the second
presentation of The Law School
Forum Series, the Governor will
present and discuss several proposals that he will introduce at the
next legislative session.

On Tuesday, December 12 the
College of Business AdministraThe Cadet Officers' Club of the
tion is initiating a Newsletter for Boston College R.O.T.C. Brigade

In presenting "Legislative Proposals: '62?A Preview," the Law
School Forum continues its policy
of bringing to the law students
and community-at-large prominent
personages speaking on timely and
significant topics. The public is invited to attend the Forum which
begins at 8:00 p.m. General admission is $1.00.

P. Douglas Bush, I.R.A. Richards,
and Philip J. McNiff '33, Associate
Librarian of Harvard.

Student Newsletter
C.B.A. students.
The first two issues will be on a
bi-weekly trial basis. If it serves
its purpose in creating a bigger
interest in college activities and
writing in C.8.A., it will be enlarged and put on a weekly basis.
It is hoped that C.B.A. students
will become interested enough to
send in articles, questions, and letters on subjects of interest to
C.B.A. students.
The moderatorof the Newsletter
is Mr. Daniel Mc Cue of the English Department. The staff is composed entirely of C.B.A. students
and the printing will be done by
the B.C. press.

74 Students...

has announced that the annual
Military Ball will be held on January 23, 1962 at the Sheraton
Plaza Hotel. The chairman of this
year's committee is Cadet Major
General Greely. Other members of
the committee are Cadet Major
Mario Deßelardino, Cadet Major
Gerald Turcotte, Cadet Major
Steven Tovon and Cadet Sergeant
John Berry.
The Military Ball is considered
to be one of the most important
social events of the year. The enthusiasm of the cadet corps combined with the hard work of the
committee to promise to make this
year's dance more successful than
ever before. Underclassmen are reminded to buy their bonds early
as there is only a limited number

(Continued from Page 1)
available.
lege in making a decision on a
Among Mr. Eliot's relatives was career through discussions with
his eighty-five year old sister Miss successful Alumni.
(Continued from Page 1)
Marian Eliot. Co-guest of honor
The Alumni and Faculty have
was Mr. Eliot's wife, Mrs. Valery been most helpful in the develop- and paperback sometime this
Eliot.
ment of the program by giving it month.
their complete support. The stuDr. Casper received his Ph.D.
A number of his comments durdents
who
have
attended
have
from
the University of Wisconsin.
ing the evening at the Center and
been lavish in their praise and ap- He previously taught at the Unireception revealed the humanity preciation of the sessions con- versity of Wisconsin, Cornell Uniand depths of Mr. Eliot's mind. ducted. The National Convention versity and the University of the
He has assured an honors seminar of the American College Alumni Phillippines. Professor Casper's
student who is majoring in Greek Administrators presented an award other works include Robert Perm
that he had made the best possible to the B.C. Alumni Association for Warren: The Dark and Bloody
choice of a major. He mentioned organizing and conducting such an Ground and Modern Philippine
his love for Coleridge and his lively outstanding program, the like of Short Stories,
as well as many
interest in the publication of Cole- which is not conducted in any short stories, poems and articles. A
ridge notebooks. Mr. Eliot spoke undergraduate college in
the coun- Stanford Fellow in Creative Writwith admiration of the energy and try.
ing (1951-52) and a Bread Loaf
intellectual vigor of Robert Frost,
In the Spring the Alumni will Scholar, he is a contributing edi(Continued from Page 1)
appear
May
who will
on
2, 1962. begin a new series of counseling tor and reviewer of several literthe evening, as well as, Rev. Joseph
ary journals.
Throughout his visit to our programs.
D. Gauthier, S.J., Director of Specampus
genuine
he
showed
a
and
cial Programs, Rev. Brendan C. perceptive
interest in the intellecConnolly, S.J., Director of Libraries, Rev. William A. Donaghy, tual climate of this university, and
S.J., professor of theology at Bos- seemed to like what he found.
ton College and former president
At any rate at the end of the
of Holy Cross.
1951 MERCURY CONVERTIBLE
historic evening he said, "I would
From Harvard University came like to be invited back again."

Casper Edits...

Military Students... T.S. Eliot...
(Continued from Page 1)

Claudia Demers, Patricia Burns,
Mary Anne True, Anne Audet and
Betsy Reagan from the School of
Education.
Also Junior Cadets from the
Cadet Officer Club aided the
R.O.T.C. officers at this ceremony.

FOR SALE

Mercomatic

ROCCO THE B. C. BARBER
sends his best wishes

D.M.S. Donald Even (left) is congratulated
by Fr. Rector as Major Cooper looks on
at D.M.S. ceremony.
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INFORMATION, PLEASE
The unprecedented national surge of student concern for political
issues exists at Boston College in two organizations. For the liberals,

there is the "Americans for Democratic Action," while those with conseivative leanings hail the "Young Americans for Freedom."
On the national level, the two have a fundamental and important
similar purpose: education. Explicitly, the A.D.A. declares itself as an
oiganization of progressives, dedicated to the achievement of freedom
and economic security for all peoples everywhere, through educationand
democratic political action. Tne Y.A.F. is an organization dedicated to
the promotion of political and economic conservatism as outlined in
the Sharon Statement, with one of its chief functions, the promotion of
this position among American youth.
With emphasis on the common note of education, The Heights asks,
is this true of the campus chapter of these two organizations? Indications are that neither have gone to any length to educate anyone. What
we see are two opposing factions representing a very small minority
of students, firmly entrenched in their political leanings, who band together in what appears to be almost a mutual admiration society. The
fact is that the members of both the A.D.A. and the Y.A.F. are the
individuals at Boston College who least need political education; the
large number of uninformed students are the ones who do.
Judging the ADA and YAF solely from the criterion of education,
an integral part of their national charters, these two political groups
at Boston College have failed to meet this responsibility.
The Heights advocates that the two political organizations meet
their responsibility to the student body through a series of formal debates sponsored by an impartial organization. A logical organization
to moderate such discussions is the Historical Society which has as
one of its prime objectives the political education of the student body.
The only problem that remains is who will decide the issue to be
discussed. There are three alternatives: 1) They can be assigned by
the neutral organization; 2) then arrived at through a mutual agreement between the ADA and YAF; and 3) by an informal poll among
the student body.
The ADA and YAF have their responsibility to the students. They
have the means of meeting their responsibilities. The question is will
they?
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HUMANITIES REVIEW
For some strange reason, the
Humanities seems to be the only
campus publication which consistently exhibits a liking for literary
endeavors which are for the most
part coherent and worth reading.
And though it is unfair to judge
as a whole a magazine containing
articles on such diverse subjects as
the present issue contains, it can
be fairly said that the fall issue
testifies to the existence, somewhere on campus of persons with
intelligence and the ability to criticize undogmatically.
George MacDonald's "Profile"
on Ayn Rand, for instance, tries
first to present Miss Rand's philosophy as she means and understands it by an investigation of

what she herself has written, and
only then attempts an assessment.
As a result of this method Mr.
MacDonald comes to the conclusion
that, though 'Objectivism' is great
in the abstract, it over-simplifies
reality, and though knowledge and
morality are interrelated they are
not equivalent. The main failing of
such an 'objective' philosophy, it
would seem, is that it is so hellbent on achieving an objective (in
this case, moral self-fulfillment)
that the subjective is all but eliminated; and thus the ideal love of
the philosopher for the concept
'humanity' loses both its passion
and its meaning when applied to a
given, real person. That Miss
Rand's characters are forceful and
believable, though only in their
own context, attests to both the
power of their author's literary
talents and the degree to which a
reader can be lulled into temporarily believing in such an inapplicable 'Objectivism.
Symphony of the Goose is the
intriguing title given to a closely
written take-off on the world systems of various and somewhat
sundry Victorian authors.
This satiric dialogue possesses
a sense of immediacy in its mockery of the pompous, overly melodramatic concern for the inconsequential or the unrealistically
macabre
be it an insignificant
"shot in the leg" or an ironic,
meaningless "Christian idealism."
We are told in various places
throughout Mr. Franz's essay that
Tibetan art is anonymous, but
never why it is anonymous; we
learn that every monastery has a
"magic square", but no insight in-

By F. NASTIE
to why the monks should want one;
in short, we are presented with an
unending list of relics, rituals, and
artistic niceties without ever gaining an insight into the conscious

upon a gathering of souls.
If Mr. Hecht's last statement
("man keeps going by waiting for
Godot") is intended, as it seems
to be, to imply that the meaning
or unconscious factors of the Tibe- of the play is optimistic, then it's
tan psyche. It may indeed be a a rather snivelling, tasteless form
fact that there are eleven principle of optimism. In fact, one might
groupings of thang-kas, but an ex- easily get more of a charge from
haustive (and exhausting) mapping despair; at least that way a man
out of each and every blessed one could have the hope of hell. Waitof them can only serve to stifle ing for Godot is a fascinating play,
even the willingness to understand but it is above all a highly commuch less to appreciate, an art plex play admitting of no simple
foreign to our own.
or ultimate "solutions". Unfortuthe present study, though
Though the beginning of Mr. nately,
taut and incisive summary,
Hatem's diagnosis of Nazism is a it is a
leaves off where it should be just
wee bit naive (his opening sen- beginning; for even if it be granted
tence on cause and effect would
by waiting for Godot
tickle the ribs of a long since that it is
keeps going, the play
that
man
Hume),
picks
up
buried
his thesis
makes it quite clear that man is
strength as it develops and the renowhere. It is at this unsulting analysis of Hitler as a going
encouraging, bleak point that the
psychological
leader who filled the
people
quite play itself begins.

vacuum of his

is

The book reviews are short,
plausible
provided one accepts
the unprovable supposition that concise and so on, but seem to
the psychic constituents of a par- suffer from a lethargic openticular ethnic group can be meas- mindedness to which lamentably
ured to any degree of certainty, or there is only one exception: Naneven if it can be determined at all. nery's bristling disgust with A
In any case, Mr. Hatem has suc- Nation of Sheep. It would be an
ceeded in getting across the sense interesting and perhaps profitable
of anti-human elements at work experiment in this regard to have
within the social substructure, re- two or three persons review the
sulting in the undoing of that so- same book as this would undoubtciety. This inevitably happens, it edly result in intelligent disagreewould seem whenever the psychotic ment and controversy, thus making
dream of absolute authority of even better an already fine publi?

some

kind

or

another is forced

cation.
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How many officers make known
To The Editor:
also in the stands. How did this to the student body who they are?
It was with genuine amazement look to prospective B.C. students ? Can you name the four you
that I read last week's issue of the Ask them next year when they're elected? Do you know where your
Infidel; in former years, this year- sitting on the visitors' side of prom could take place? What has
ly paper was a humorous satire on Alumni Stadium at the last game your student senate accomplished ?
various doings at Holy Cross. The of the season. I don't know what Who is your section representaspirit of the writings was all in the solution is to this problem, but tive ? Is a class office an honorary
fun, and student enthusiasm was I suggest in all humility that each office ? When is the next election?
aroused for THE GAME. But, the student at Boston College should Have your questions been adeHeights
latest issue of this publication (?) ask himself whether he or she was quately answered by your class
representapublished
by
newspaper
College,
Student
of Boston
and for the students of the was nothing but a sneaky mock- guilty of such demeanor, and if officers ? Are section
university on Friday during the academic year. Address all correspondence to THE ing of Boston College. The reason the answer is affirmative, simply tives necessary? Are class officers
HEIGHTS, Student Activities Building, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Mass. Entered
for such a twisted approach is, to then to recall how the proper out- necessary? Who is your section
as second class matter at the Boston Post Office.
Deadline for news releases, signed opinion, and advertising material is 4 P.M. me, incomprehensible. I realize let of such enthusiasm on the part representative? What are constiof the Tuesday preceding publication, unless otherwise announced.
that there are facets of Boston of Holy Cross students resulted in tutions for ? Who is your section
Telephone DE 2-3200, ext. 581-582.
College life which some students an easier victory for those deserv- representative?
Do you think this is radical?
dislike, but to bring these issues to ing men.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Then
ask questions of your class
Sincerely,
school
the
fore
at
a
time
when
Richard James Dionne '62
officers and find the answers. Mayspirit desperately needs a gigantic
Ralph M. Bishop
MANAGING EDITORS
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
E. Y. McDonough '62
be you will be more fortunate than
Beatrice Hanley '62
boost is definitely the acme of Ed. Note:
G=
62
a D
EDITOR
I. You might get an answer, a corSPORTS
"Foible"
of
asininity.
("Fable")
Heights,
The
The
editors
The
in
F
S E IT R
J-ph Ger Een '63
>62
er F
by Pew (Lou) was especially lu- view of last week's editorial, are rect answer, maybe. Perhaps I am
FEATURES EpiTORS
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITORS
dicrous, because the Boston Col- unable to see a cause and effect generalizing too much, but this is
Louis OMalley 62
John T. Sweeney '63
Edmund C. Duffy 63
lege Dramatic Society: a) had relationship between the Infidel the impression I have been given.
John K. Higgins '63
BUSINESS MANAGER
CIRCULATION MANAGER
nothing to do with the playing of and the "vulgar display" of Boston However, I am only one?a junior
Thomas J. Regan '62
John R. Cuneo '63
the Holy Cross game; b) was a College students at the Holy Cross in the School of Education. I have
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Boston College organization; c) game. The Infidel in a cartoon con- not observed all senates and all
Robert J. Sheffield '63
certainly doesn't need criticism by demned similar student conduct councils, but I have observed simiAsst. News Editor: Peter Murphy.
a coward who won't sign his name and we find it odd that Mr. Bishop lar opinions in each class and in
Copy Editor: Charlene Fitzgerald.
failed to make the identification each school on campus, not to
to his ravings.
Flynn,
Reilly,
Gallagher,
Gallahue,
Cathy
Mazza,
Frank
News Staff: Bill
Louise
Bill
In addition to the Infidel issue, with Boston College he so readily mention a member of the faculty
Helen Struzziery, Robert P. Jagolinzer, Kathy Kelley, Bill Billinghem, Neil Hurley,
Joe Logan, Steve Murray, Mike Green, Bob Gundersen, Robert E. Otlewski, Eleanor there is the little matter of the made in other areas of the Infidel. who asked, "WHO IS YOUR SECKutz, Judy McCarthy, Judy Paris, Paul Deastlov, Arthur Lothrop, Jr., Joseph
TION REPRESENTATIVE?"
Albiani.
vulgar display on the part of the
The class was unable to answer.
Sports Staff: Vinnie Clayton, Mark Mulvoy, Jerry O'Sullivan, Bernie McGovern, rowdy B.C. boys and girls at the To the Editor:
Terry Ryan, Sandy Bissonette, Al Burgoyne.
Many years ago our country re- It will be only by constant presHoly Cross game. It was effectiveFeatures Staff: Larry Gabler, Mary Lou Scalley, Vincent G. Maloney, Ted Kozlowski, ly demonstrated to 25,000 people, volted against her mother country sure on your class officers that a
Gene Mackie, Frank Barton, Gerard Y. Parker, R. Stephen Tarpey, Jimmy McCann. mostly
local, that not only does with the slogan "Taxation without change will be effected. So ask
Business Staff: James McCourt, Paul Crimlisk, John Frain, Edward Raeke, Carole dc the College of the Holy Cross pos- representation." To me it seems now and avoid the June rush,
Rensis, Albert J. Rooney, Jr.
sess superior spirit, but also supe- very likely that the student body "Who is your section representaHead Typist: Karma Solano. Typists: Jane Kilgallen, Joan Tyldesley, Elizabeth rior
student behavior. The barrage of Boston College might conceiva- tive?"
Peyer, Maryanne Torres, Elinor McCarthy, Mary Ellen McCool, Geri Galvin, Carol
Optimistically,
Ann Browne, Peggy Fahey, Sheila Sullivan.
of missiles of various sorts un- bly do likewise when they realize
J. Peter Mahony, '63
leashed by the end zone crowd at what is being done by their elected
Photographers: J. Carlton Spence, Mike Kane, Gerald F. Sheehan, J. B.
School of Education
the Crusader showed that B.C. lost officers. If "Class Office" were an
Faculty Moderators: Fr. Thomas J. Grey, S.J.; Mr. Joseph E. Doherty, S.J.
not only on the playing field, but academic subject, the accumulative
Man without a section rep.
Staff Cartoonists: Michael J. McCarthy.
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BIGOTRY or INTEGRATION

By EDMUND C. DUFFY
Boston College, as a Catholic college, has one ad- pattern which at best provides an escape from the
vantage over a secular college. The student and the strong attacks of the irreligious and at worst proadministration must walk a thin line between a dog- duces a cynical pseudo-intellectual. Administration
matic provincial knowledge of small value to anyone and students should be aware of these dangers and
and a unique area of knowledge combining a way of seek to avoid them. But the best methods of avoidlife with a grasp of all the facts. This challenge to ing them and their subtle cousins should be a source
avoid dogmatism and reach an area of integration of extraordinary interest and activity among the
vital to western culture provides the Catholic College members of a Catholic university.
with its particular interest to the student. It is this
But this is only part of the unusual challenge factension between narrow mindedness and tolerant ap- ing students, faculty and administrators of a Cathpreciation of the world of this life which creates the olic college. Granted that the dangers of provincialgreat storm of controversy and discussion on methods ism have been avoided, the synthesis of belief and
and principles in the Catholic university.
experimental fact must be accomplished. This propeculiar
position
of the vides another excellent opportunity for discussion
To see more clearly the
we
deal
modern
view among intellectuals interested in their welfare. The
college
must
with the
Catholic
educators
presAmerican
and
role of philosophy and theology in the curriculum
religious
of
education.
sure groups have constantly demanded a total divorce must constantly be scrutinized and discussed. These
between even the most ceremonial and meaningless disciplines are the key to a successful Catholic uniforms of religious worship and the public school sys- versity in accomplishing its function as an integrattem. The saying of a prayer, any prayer, no matter ing organ for modern thought.
how carefully designed to please all shades and graFaced as it is with the accusation of provincialism,
dations of Protestant and Jewish believers has been or even the narrow-minded prudishness, the Catholic
banned in a number of communities. Freedom of re- university should be alive with debate. It is, in effect,
ligion must be extended to freedom of atheism, un- under heavy scrutiny from all sides and must perfortunately the only way for an atheist to practice form under the pressure placed on it or accept a
his warped religion is to allow no religion whatso- position as a failure. But the negative spur of preever. This peculiar attitude towards religion brands conceived prejudice is only one side of a very narany institution based on religion as narrow-minded, row road. The goal of providing a leading role in a
prudish or provincial.
synthesis of knowledge vital to western culture, of
challenge
reconciling
to its
an ancient tradition with the progressA Catholic college faced with this
knowledge of our modern era should
be
minded
atomistic
exciting
place.
indeed,
an
very foundation must,
spur to a stimulating climate of
stronger
a
a
handicap
very
topic
provide
is
fertile
How to overcome this
opinion.
One wonders why the greatdangers:
immediate
the
discussion
and
discussion.
There
are
the
for
withdrawing into a shell, the defensive attitude which est exponents of the leading role of a Catholic unistereotypes ideas and forces students into a narrow versity are educators outside the system. One wonmold. The large body of undirected knowledge can ders why Catholic students themselves make little
easily be selectively sampled. This small body of ac- comment on the important functions of integration
ceptable facts can be fitted into a neat pattern, a and synthesis.
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SECOND BALCONY

SUBWAYS ARE FOR SLEEPING
By

GEORGE B. MacDONALD

In attempting to assess a play like Subways Are for Sleeping, one
is naturally reluctant to introduce a comparison with other works
rather than tackle the specific production at hand. But because the
musical play is a genre that has evolved so radically during the last
twenty years, one inevitably finds himself returning to the heartening
fact that the credibility-taxing extravaganzas which delighted theatre
goers a generation ago have become increasingly difficult to accept.
The operetta of the turn of the century and the carefree musicals
which developed during the twenties have been replaced by productions
like Carnival!, West Side Story, and My Fair Lady?all of whose immediate prototypes were so successfully tested by men like Rodgers and
Hammerstein during the last two decades that now a healthy effort
is being made for an interplay between sensible character revelation
and music and dance, one easily capable of making the musical theatre
as meaningful and pertinent a form as straight drama.

More than anything else it is this growth?both in technique and
human immediacy?which makes Subways Are for Sleeping a disappointing and, in some respects, a depressing affair. To be sure, there
are a handful of pleasant songs, some diverting clowning, and a company of talented actors; but building itself on an artificial libretto
and showing no particular concern with uniting the ludicrous and pathetic appeal of the migratory freeloaders who seem entrenched in
every unguarded corner of New York City, the musical achieves little
more than a grossly synthetic and only occasionally amusing hysteria.
Although Jule Styne's music and Betty Comden and Adolph Green's
By TED KOZLOWSKI
lyrics are often clever, they are never allowed normal fruition in a
play
which is actually quite dated.
In
contrast,
the nonviolent
Color Changes: Clark Terry, for 1962 and might serve even ment.
recordings
to
character
of
the
on
longer
nothing
if
better arrived
Certainly there is little deviation from the standard formula in
trumpet and Flugelhorn, and his
group: Yusef Lateef, tenor sax, replace it. Clark Terry's octet Color Changes is very remarkable. Subways Are for Sleeping. When Angela McKay, chic reporter for
flute, English horn, oboe; Jimmy evokes the various moods which
Clark Terry was formerly a Madame magazine, is told to interview handsome Tom Bailey, leader
Knepper, trombone; Julius Wat- jazz attempts to capture, ranging member of the Duke Ellington of an amorphous band of cosmopolitan nomads, it takes her all of two
kins, French horn; Seldon Powell, from searing hot to cool, and from band, and consequently his ar- or three scenes to fall hopelessly in love with him; just as she nobly
tenor, flute; Tommy Flanagan, plain happiness to brooding mel- rangements reflect big-band in- resolves to face her predatory editor and renounce her mercenary ways,
piano; Joe Benjamin, bass; Ed ancholy. Noteworthy in every per- fluences. On some performances her secret identity is revealed; and, naturally, when Tom stands lonely
formance is a dignity and disciShaughnessy, drums: on Candid.
the musicians are accorded only and forsaken on a New York sidewalk, smug shoppers slip unwanted
pline which seems like near-classi- short solos; and sections of en- dimes into his hand. In fact, except for the scene in which our hero is
Rating:
If every year I chose a new rec- cal restraint compared to some of semble harmony, interspersed by curtly refused entry into his employer's plush apartment building, little
ord to use in converting likely the confused and painful orgies in brief solo improvisations as fill- attempt is made to show the hardships and humiliations suffered by
marks among my friends to jazz, Self I have heard lately from the ins, are often heard right in the those who live in the rootless world of New York's doorways and subway systems. Perhaps twenty years ago this type of opulent sketchiness
this L.P. wouldbe my demonstrator leaders of the Back to Bop move- middle of a number.
might have been enough to pass as an evening's entertainment; but
The personal styles of Clark
already exposed to musical plays which build
now the spectator
Terry and his excellent sideman,
careful relationships not only between reality and the necessary illusion
Yusef Lateef, parallel the scope of a song and dance world, but
that existing among theme, character,
they
fact,
a
matter
of
are
of the entire group. Terry can be and milieu as
As
There have been a number of
something more satisfying.
well
looks
for
two people conferences at various still in the process of moving into powerful and rawly exciting, as
places around campus this semes- their new quarters. The whole funky as the soul-specialists (I
ter. These conferences have all had operation is being directed by Mr. have in mind particularly his work
There are, however, elements in Subways Are for Sleeping which
one thing in common, a young man Howard Holladay, a native of
grace any musical admitting a farcical approach. Breaking from
would
Monk);
with
Thelonious
on
this
by the name of Webb Mac Isaac. South Carolina.
the
rose-colored
falsity of the Tom-Angela relationship, Subways asuniformly
record,
however,
he
is
perto
his
one
outlining
He's been
The enlarged facilities include
sumes an oddball life of its own when it takes on some of the more
placing
conservative,
more
him
the office of the aforementioned
of the spiciest inMr. Mac Isaac. We don't think he'll somewhere in the cool school. La- eccentric denizens of Tom's topsy-turvy world. Two
gredients
potpourri
in
Comden
and
Green's
are
Martha
Vale, a curvain
on
though.
plays
styles
office,
wear out the
It teef
both
the
seems to be just a stopping off LP; at his most radical, he edges ceous little blonde who frolics about in nothing but a bath towel
place for him on his way to the close to John Coltrane's one mood. throughout the play, and Charlie Smith, a young has-been trying desB.C. campus. He seems to feel that
perately to raise eleven hundred dollars in rent money to rescue
if he's the B.C. representative, he
I especially appreciated the care
should spend most of his time at and thought that went into the Martha from her seedy fortress. Played by Phyllis Newman with a
Southern drawl that would curdle hominy grits and a wiggle which
B.C.
writing of the compositions. Terry
somehow never undresses her, and by Orson Bean, a spry fellow who
A college campus is no strange wrote four of them, and all seven
place to Webb. He is a graduate of are, thankfully, no products of the blends the zaniest of Jack Lemmon and Tony Randall into an engaging
portrait of high-strung friendliness and prep school eagerness, Martha
St. Francis Xavier University in
Nova Scotia and he did graduate composing-in-the-taxi-on the way- and Charlie are the two saving graces of the production. "I was a
work at Dalhouse University, also to-the-studio habit. Clark Terry Shoo-In", Miss Newman's frantic re-enactment of Martha's Miss Amerin Nova Scotia.
shows himself to be as capable a ica histrionics, and Charlie's "I Just Can't Wait," sort of
a
inverse triba
son audiences their probable finanute to suggestiveness, are both convulsively funny and sharply written
Webb has been busy, as we said, writer as he is soloist.
cial future and ways and means of talking to various members of the
In emphasizing the discipline songs. Likewise, "Be a Santa," an elaborately staged number celeimproving it.
brating the wild lunacy of bell-ringing, sack-swinging, side-stepping
Senior Class. We were curious
evident on the record, I do not Santas, is a gem of pure daffiness.
subject
any
whether
the
could
have
This reporter was curious about
interest to the per- want to create the impression that
this whole procedure and decided but academic senior.
Choreographer-director Michael Kidd and the entire cast?includWebb in- all spontaneity has been filtered
enially broke
to find out what was happening.
stars Sidney Chaplin and Carol Lawrence, pleasant, but severely
ing
formed us that broke or not, the out, making for a dull record.
function more professionally when they throw
In brief, it's this. Webb is the senior can be vitally interested in Rather, the group definitely cramped performers
off their outer-directed reliance upon the worn cliches of Comden and
Representative
for
insurance.
The
National
Life
of
College
Boston
Green's central love story. Amid the warm glow of Will Steven Armthe National Life Insurance Com- Vermont offers various programs. SWINGS.
softly evocative scenery, they seem to realize that only silpany of Vermont.
Some of which include moratoriums One final word needs to be said, strong's
liness and unrestrained jollity will vitalize a world whose relation to
on premium payments for a speciThis Company of Vermont has fied period of time.
about the musicians on this excel- anything is so plainly removed. Although quite an improvement from
the last Styne-Comden and Green offering, Do Re Mi, Subways neverrecently opened a new and enlent album: like the hometown
theless falls between the same two poles; not until producers, directors,
larged office in Boston. Their
So, if you run across Webb at
week,
and writers realize that this type of musical is a thing of the past, will
offices were moved from Congress The Heights office, the Senior favorites in Worcester last
Street to the Publishers Building Lounge, or any other place on they were really up for this game, the form be allowed to develop along the ways that people like Lerner
and their performances show it.
campus, you'll know who he is.
in Copley Square.
and Leowe and Leonard Bernstein are leading it.
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Crump All-Catholic

Of B.C. Honors
And Failures

By MARK MULVOY
rapid
plummeting
The
from Mount St. James ten days
ago will receive only a minimized report in this journal.
As your eyes told you Saturday afternoon and your
swirling head told you all day Sunday, Boston College
dropped a two-touchdown decision to Holy Cross, 38 to 26,
at Fitton Field in Worcester.
It was really no contest, save for a 12-point spurt that
cut a 24-point deficit in half shortly after intermission. Then
Pat McCarthy, long-time friend who now must be a nemesis
of B.C. tackle Gene Carrington, kept ascending supposedly
insurmountable heights and propelled Holy Cross into a 38
to 12 lead early in the final session.
Two last quarter touchdown
drives engineered by sophomore
quarterback Phil Carlino, accounted
for 14 points and made the final
tally a bit more respectable.
Al Snyder, O'Melia Award winner, thwarted all Eagle aspirations
with fine pass receptions and punt
returns all afternoon. Tom Hennessey, tormentor a year ago, was recuperating from back trouble and
his movements were limited.
But enough about that!
GRAHAM CAPTAIN
Glue-fingered end Artie Graham
Heights' Photo by Jerry Sheehan
SOPHOMORE STANDOUT Phil Carlino provides B.C. rooters with one of the few bright moments in the 1961 version of the Eagle- was elected next season's football
Crusader classic. In the picture above Carlino'has just eluded linebacker Jon Morris and is heading downfield for a 27-yard captain prior to the annual breakup dinner in Lyons Hall a week
gain
Denny
(72)
factory share background.
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Byrne, the 238-pound guard from
Montclair, N.J., was a fourth round
selection of the Philadelphia Eagles
and was invited to play in the
Senior Bowl at Mobile, Ala., the
first Saturday in January.
CRUMP, CIOCI, HONORED
Harry Crump, the battling fullback from Westboro, and Lou Cioci,
standout guard from Providence,
R.1., were selected as first team
performers on A.P.'s All-New England grid club.
Crump also was selected as the
top fullback on the all-Catholic
team of the nation. He seems destined to be accorded other honors
as they are announced.

The Somerville junior succeeds
another end, senior Joe Sikorski of
Bridgeport, Conn., as leader of
coach Ernie Hefferle's Eagles.
"I didn't think I had a chance
NEW ENGLAND'S
for the captaincy with so many
FASTEST
GROWING
eligible,"
said the softjuniors
spoken Graham. "It's an honor I'll
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT
do my best to uphold.
205-pound
6
1
in.,
The ft.
School
of Education student was B.C.'s
top pass-receiver this season he
snared 15 aerials for 255 yards and
two touchdowns. He missed two
games with an ankle injury incurred the eve of the lowa State
game, a mishap that occured just
when he was coming into his own.
A top-notch basketball player,
the sturdy son of former majorleague outfielder Art 'Skinny' Graham was selected M.V.P. of both
the N.E. Catholic tourney and the
Tech Tourney when he captained MAIN OFFICE and PLANT
Matignon to the final round of both 95 BRIDGE STREET, LOWELL
post-season tourney's in his senior
GL 8-6333
year.
A baseball center fielder who has
good speed, a strong arm, quick
wrists, and power, Graham journeyed to Omaha with Eddie PellaAuxiliary Plants:
grini's District I N.C.A.A. titlists
last Spring and homered in the
Boston
College World Series.
Oceanport, N. J.
SULLIVAN, BYRNE DRAFTED
Sullivan, the 240-pound DorchesPawtucket, R. I.
ter tackle, was a third-round selection of the Baltimore Colts in the
N.F.L.'s annual draft of the top
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SULLIVAN
BROS.

Printers

collegians.

ENGINEERING can start here... or here... or here... or here... or here... or here
If you are completing studies in engineering,
economics, math, science or business, have
maintainedhigh averagesand areinterested in
a rewardingprofessionalcareer,IBM Systems
Engineering may be just the career for you.
An IBM Systems Engineer studies problems in industry, science, business and government, and then organizes the most effective electronicdataprocessingtechniques and
machinesystems to solve them. The problems
are fascinating and exciting?and include
automationof: process control and manufacturing operations, inventory control, docu-

mentpreparation,highwayplanning,weather
forecasting, and complete business control

..

(GETTING RID OF DANDRUFF, THAT IS!)

systems for utilities, transportation, banking

and insurance, to name but a few. New techniques of automaticdataprocessing are making headline news almost daily.
Your present training, combined with one
of the most comprehensivetrainingprograms
conducted by any company,prepares you for
this fast-growing, dynamic new profession,
Openings exist in all principal U.S. cities. All
qualifiedapplicantswill receiveconsideration
for employmentwithout regard torace, creed,
color or nationalorigin. For more information
describing the opportunitiesat IBM, see your
College Placement Director or, if you desire,
write or call?
F. N. McCabe, Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept. 882
1 Strathmore Road
Natick, Mass.
Phone: OL 3-4600

You naturally have a IH
Mf
Interviews will be held at Boston
better chance to grow
,
College on February 25 and 26.
IWI
J
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easier 3-minute way for men: FITCH
Men, get rid of embarrassing dandruff easy as 1-2-3 with
FITCH! In just 3 minutes (one rubbing, one lathering, one
rinsing), every trace of dandruff, grime, gummy old hair
tonic goes right down the drain! Your hair looks handm" somer, healthier. Your scalp
L
tingles, feels so refreshed. Use
M
I\_ A f
FITCH Dandruff Remover
H
m m
\u25a0 SHAMPOO every week for
LEADING MAN'S positive dandruff control.
and scalp
CUAUDAA Keep your hair
really dean, dandruff-free!
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Grant Finds Duties As Captain
Both Demanding And Rewarding

GAZER PICKS

BOWL WINNERS
By

By TERRY RYAN

When Red Martin bid farewell

to the Heights last season, he left
behind a big pair of skates at the
blue line and a legacy of greatness
as captain. The Redhead was a
great captain. He could control,
excite, and inspire the team. When
George Grant was elected captain
last spring, he was well aware of
the size of the shoes he was going
to have to fill. Up to now, he has
done the job capably both on and
off the ice. The captain of any
team which Mr. John "Snooks"
Kelley coaches has got to be a
leader. It is a hard and demanding
job, but it is its own reward.
But responsibility is nothing
new for George Grant. As a senior
at Boston Latin, George was captain of the hockey team, co-captain
of the baseball team, and played
halfback on the football team.
When George graduated from high
school with his athletic and academic background, he could have
chosen any number of colleges. He
chose B.C. mainly because of the
opportunity he would have to prepare for a career in advertising

and because of the chance he
would have to play hockey. For
any school to have its own rink
can be a powerful argument in
luring prospects to campus.
George is 6 feet 1 inch tall, and

ROSE BOWL
UCLA (7-3) vs. Minnesota (7-2)
Bruins' sth trip and Gophers'
2nd to Pasadena, neither has ever
won. Stephens leading threat for
Gophers, Smith for Bruins. Big ID
has won 12 of last 15: Minn, by 12.

weighs in at 190 pounds. He has a coming year are, "Well, it is going
shock of black hair which makes to be long and hard but if we can
him easily recognizable on the ice. develop over the first half of the
A senior in CBA, he is majoring season, we can go a long way."
in Distribution Management. In Like everyone else on the team, he
the far distant future he is plan- is looking forward to the ECAC
ning a business career in advertiz- Tournament in New York at
ing. However, next June, his first Christmas. But the real ambition
consideration will be with his mili- of his year as captain is "to keep
tary obligation. As of now, George the beanpot at 8.C." Frankly, it's
is thinking of the naval OCS. going to be a hard job?but lots
George's opinions about the up- of luck.

Track Scene

B.C. Sailors Select
Officers For Season

Indoor Season
Opens At MIT

Last week the Boston College
sailing team held its elections of
officers for the coming year. Doug
Magde was named Commodore,
Mike Hanna, Racing Captain, Joe
Ford,
Vice-Commodore, and Bob
With the indoor track season rapidly drawing nearer,

Coach Bill Gilligan has been trying desperately this last week Otlewski, Secretary-Treasurer.
to get his team into shape. A rash of off track injuries, coupled
This Monday the Women's Sailwith the usual letdown after cross country season, have left ing Club will hold its elections.
these fleet footed representatives from the Heights in some- This will be the first year that the
thing less than fine shape for the early part of December. Men's and Women's Sailing Club

Coach Gilligan is a little reserved in talking about the team,
and has adopted a wait and see attitude. The team has the runners
and weight men to be strong and
solid. The problem of second and
third places, a problem which has
haunted Coach Gilligan throughout the years, may finally be
solved. In the past B.C. has always
had the people to win, but has
often lost meets because of a lack
of depth. This year's large corps
of returning letterman, aided by
the graduates of last year's strong
frosh team, should provide the
depth together in those second
and third places which have hurt
so much in past years.
The relay teams have not yet
been chosen. Mr. Gilligan has
hopes for two strong relays this
year. The mile relay will feature
Larry Flynn, coming up from the
dash for the first time, captain
Jim Duff, Jimmy Rinella, Jim MacMahon, and Chris Lane. This line-

wdM

will be separated. It is hoped that
all women who are interested in
sailing will come to the meeting.
Check your respective bulletin
boards for additional information.
Mr. Otlewski, a sophomore, is
Mahon are all possible contenders
serving as publicity agent for
also
positions.
for
The time trials to deSailing
the
team, and each week
termine places for the relay teams
provides articles for publication in
should really be worth seeing.
?T.R.
The Heights.
up is of course only tentative. The
two mile relay is even further up
in the air. Larry Rawson, Tom
Meagher, Mike Scully, Jim Owens,
Doug MacQuarie, Duff, and Mac-

COTTON BOWL
Texas (9-1) vs. Mississippi (9-1)
Longhorns 10th bowl trip and
7th time to Cotton; Rebels Bth trip,
2nd to Cotton. Longhorns have
outstanding player in Saxton, also
better bowl record. Texas by 6.
ORANGE BOWL
Colorado (9-1) vs. LSU (9-1)
Both teams are making second
visit to Miami and both were victors on their first trips. Romig
best college lineman; Tigers have
been to more bowls and have won
9 in a row. LSU by 7.
SUGAR BOWL
Alabama (10-0) vs. Arkansas (8-2)
'Bama's 14th bowl appearance,
Razorbacks 4th. 'Bama named national champ, one of only 4 unbeatens. Alworth a great back but:
Alabama by 16.
BLUEBONNET BOWL
Rice (7-3) vs. Kansas (6-3-1)
Owls' sth bowl visit, Jayhawks
only making 2nd trip. Jayhawks
improved greatly after first three
games, winning six of last seven.
Hadl, McClinton end careers with
a win. Kansas by 8.

FINAL STATISTICS
SCORING
Crump
Kirouac
VanCott
Sullivan
Graham
Tomeo
Janas
Concannon
Barrett
Carlino

TD
FG
5
0
0
4
2
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
10
10
10
0
0

RUSHING
Crump
VanCott
Tomeo
Sullivan
Janas
Shaugnessey
Carlino
Shields
Jakubczak
Concannon
Fitzpatrick
Flanagan
Garon
Regan
McGann
Apprille
McKenney

TC
121
82
49
20
32
20
15
13
9
14
6
9

PASSING ATT
VanCott
188
Concannon 23
Carlino
23
Garon
2

RECEIVING

Graham
Sikorski
Kirouac
Fleigner
Tomeo
Downes
Crump
Barrett
GATOR BOWL
Flanagan
Perm St. (7-3) vs. Ga. Tech (7-3) Smith
Shaugnessey
Lions 4th bowl trip but Ist
southern bowl; 14th bowl trip for Janas
Hines
the Engineers. State winner of Jakubczak
Lambert Trophy. Tech was 4th in Sullivan

"Dixie Dozen." Perm State by 8.

COMP
59
10
8
1

Hurricans' 7th bowl but first outside Florida; Oranges 4th bowl.
Mira to Miller one of the best passing combinations ever seen in collegiate circles. Ail-American Davis
ends his career. Miami (Fla.) by 7.
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TRUIOVE TOKENS
MAKE TREASURED GIFTS \u25a0
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NG

YDS
255
112
112
130
125
68
53
56
41
26
26
25
22
1
-3

Law School

Return Paris to Boston
September 12, 1962
August 15, 1962

?

Complimentary Bar

Service,

Cost: The cost of your round-trip
exceed $290.00.

to

Europe will NOT

LAWRENCE BIANCHI
Law School

Tel CA 7-3060 - (after 5 P.M.) Tel. RE 4-11 97

TD
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

YARDS
35
8
13
3

CONTACT:

JOHN J. POWERS

13
5
3
0
3
0
10

No
2
2
1
1

modern equipment of a Major

Service: First Class Catering

I TDP

INTERCEPTION RETS
Jakubczak
VanCott
Smith
Tomeo

June 15, 1962
most

TD
5
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Crump
Graham

Dates: Fly Boston to London
June 12, 1962
Equipment: The
Airline.

6
6
2

YARDS
209
110
81
55

soßdl

l F^

2.2
3.3
2.0
3.6
3.1
2.9
3.3
2.0

Boston College Charter Flight
Eligibility: Active Students, Staff, Faculty Members and
Employees of Boston College
and their Immediate Family Members, consisting of: Spouse, Dcpendent Children and Parents residing in the
same household with a bona-fide University
member.

6

No
9
7
4
4

ARRANGEMENTS IN EUROPE ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THIS FLIGHT PLAN.

I|

2.5

729
162
147
11

CGHT
15
12
11
9
8
5
5
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
1

PTS
30
19
12
12
12
12

AYE.
4.0
2.4
3.4
4.3
2.6
2.9

NG
471
198
162
87
83
58
38
31
30
29
22
28
7
20
3
10
3
6
2-2
2-5

KICKOFF RETURNS
LIBERTY BOWL
Shaugnessey
Miami (Fla.) (7-3) vs. Syracuse Tomeo

(7-3)

PAT
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

EUROPE IN '62

NOTE: The Immediate Family Members are eligible to travel on the aircraft even though
the bona-fide University member does
NOT accompany them.

set among pearls in this

VIN CLAYTON

While most colleges are putting away their football equipment until the spring, and turning their eyes towards the
basketball court and hockey rink, a certain intimate group of
schools are preparing for the coffer-enriching experience of
playing in a post-season bowl game. The bowl season started
last week with the Gotham Bowl and is being followed by
the Liberty and Bluebonnet Bowls this Saturday, the Gator
Bowl Dec. 30, and the Rose, Cotton, Orange and Sugar Bowls
New Year's Day.
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Icemen Entertain
Friars Tonight
After giving the local 4000
their first look at B.C. hockey last
Saturday night, the Eagles will
be on the ice again tonight
against Providence College. Twice
last year Coach Kelley's forces
skated to victory over the Friars.
This year Providence will be coming to Boston without Joe Keough,
former Maiden Catholic star, who
led the team scoring the last three
years and passed into the ranks of
alumni last June as the highest
scoring player ever to wear the
Black and White. Providence's
scoring punch this year will be
provided by co-captain Marshal
Tschida. Marshal, a senior from
St. Paul, Minn., needs only 34
points to break Keough's record.
Sorry to say, Mr. Keough's record
seems to be destined for a very

By TERRY RYAN
short life. The other co-captain is
defenseman Jack McGeough.
Next weekend, the Eagles will
make a quick trip into northern
New York, the land of displaced
Canadians. There they make a one
night stand against R.P.I. The Engineers were one of the teams
voted above B.C. in the pre-season
coaches' poll. A number of people
felt that this bit of voting was
something of a mistake. The
Eagles will be only too happy to
prove how wrong it was.
After returning to Boston for a
game with Northeastern at the
Arena on Dec. 19, the Eagles will
leave for New York to participate
in the first ECAC tournament at
Madison Square Garden on Dec.
21, 22. Other teams in the tournament will be 8.U., St. Lawrence

EAGL'SETHRU YE

and Clarkson. The opening night
pairings will match 8.C.-St. Lawrence in what could be a really
bloody rematch. Clarkson and B.U.
will be the second feature of the
evening.
After all the tinsil has fallen,
B.C. will play the host to an invasion from the far north. The
annual Christmas games against
visiting Canadian college teams
have become one of the highlights
of the winter sports scene at the
Heights. On Dec. 27, Laval University will be at McHugh Forum
for the third successive year. The
past two years, they have headed
home with their heads hung low
in defeat. They should really be up
for this one. Two days later, Dec.
29, their fellow inhabitants of
Montreal, the young men from
Queens University will be here to
liven things up at the Forum. In
past years, the Eagles have proved
more than a match for these teams
from north of the border. But it is
always a pleasure to see their unhelmeted legions on the ice.
These games have over the years
proved one or two things for certain. For one thing, 8.C., con- HIGH-FLYING EAGLE, Jim

Heights' Photo by Jerry Sheet?

Hooley, battles for rebound in mid-air with Jim Hadnot of
against Providence in waning seconds of last week's battle for New England honors.

BY JOE GERGEN, Sports Editor
The weeping and gnashing at Fitton Field last week has
given way to a renewed and enthusiastic student reaction to
the strong showings of the basketball and hockey squads.
The less said about the football game the better. One thing
in particular stood clear amid the entire mess?Holy Cross
wanted the victory more than the local forces. This was due
to a combination of factors, possibly one of which was that
the team was emotionally spent after the Syracuse game.
Yet the results remain the same. An Irishman named McCarthy and a Southerner named Snyder gave the BC secondary fits, and the Crusaders' heretofore punchless line
pushed the big Eagles all over the Worcester weeds. The
final score simply shouldn't have been that close.
Now we come to the transition stage of athletics at the
Heights. The scene shifts from the large green skeleton by
the reservoir to the relatively cozy confines of McHugh and
Roberts. Both the basketball and hockey teams faced major
tests in their second games. After demolishing Brown, the
icemen took on St. Lawrence Saturday night, three days
after this issue went to press. The basketball team also wet
its feet against the Bruins from Rhode Island, and the result was equally as favorable. The second game opponent,
Providence, had been rated No. 4 in the country prior to the
start of the season by a prominent basketball magazine. The
Friars boasted the tallest frontcourt in the nation in 611"
John Thompson and 610" Jim Hadnot.
HOWDY DOODY' STRIKES AGAIN
An SRO crowd of 3500 jammed Roberts Center, and witnessed the game of the year in New England. The spirit of
Dino's boys was a very marked and pleasant contrast to that
of the football squad the previous Saturday. The smaller
Eagles outran, outhustled, and in some instances even outrebounded their large opponents. There was no doubt in the
minds of the student body present but that BC deserved to
win. The reason was simple?Hooley, Ward & Co. wanted
the win badly. They went all-out from the opening tap, and
fought their way back from a thirteen-point deficit in the
second half to grab the lead momentarily. A cold spell followed, and the defeat ensued. The noisy and rabid crowd
was treated to one of the finest games ever played in Roberts,
and they certainly enjoyed it. In spite of the loss, the basketteers gained a lot of friends that night. If anything encouraging emerged of the defeat, it concerned basketball in general.
Providence was billed as the "monster team", and yet it took
a sB" gnome (by basketball standards) to settle the issue.
Vinnie Ernst, who bears a remarkable resemblance to a
famous puppet and who could probably pass for a Mouseketeer, scored nine points in a four-minute span late in the
second half, and rendered the BC press useless in the last
five minutes of play. Not 611" Thompson, and definitely not
610" Hadnot, but little Vinnie Ernst made the difference.
SPORT OR FARCE
All this serves to prove is that it's still too soon to eliminate the small man from the game. Ballhandling, grace, and
outside shooting still count somewhat although Providence,
along with the pros, are doing their best to eliminate them.
Size is what matters. Personally I'd much rather witness
a college game than professional in this day and age. At
least in college ball there is still some semblance of art.

sistently good showing
teams from Canada has proved the
merit of the hockey played in the
United States. The falacy that
only Canadians play good or great
hockey has been partially substantiated by the play of various refugees currently earning their living on some American campuses.
However, the vast majority of
these people would be exceptional
even in Canada. The average Canadian hockey player is no better
than the young men skating
around McHugh Forum every day
of the week. The team that Denver

the ice has on it many
Canadians. But they are the best
hockey players that are produced
throughout Canada year after
year. If you want a look at the
more or less average Canadian colputs on

lege hockey player, come out to
the Forum during the vacation.
Great hockey and great hockey
players, American and Canadian,

are guaranteed.

Leftys

Win

Title Clash

By AL BURGOYNE
The seismograph at Weston Observatory last week reported serious tremors centering around the
specifically
Chestnut Hill area
on the football field near McElroy
Commons. The cause of these
quakes was the meeting of two
titans, the Leftys and Alpha Omega, on December first, for the intramural football championship of
Boston College.
This was the second meeting of
these two teams. Alpha Omega, the
Cinderella team of the fall campaign, tied the Leftys in the first
championship game, 6-6. In the
second match, Joe Basile scored the
only points of the afternoon to
give the Leftys a 7-0 victory.
Standouts for the Leftys were
Jack Daly, former Matignon quarterback, Jack Smallcomb and Gerry Ceglia. Jack Clifford played a
great game for Alpha Omega.
However, winter is here and
most of B.C.'s athlete-scholars are
repairing to Roberts Center for a
basketball round-robin which will
be culminated by a championship
match in March. Approximately
300 players have signed up for 30
teams which will play 15 games
during the winter.
The Demies have established
themselves as the team to beat by
virtue of their 74-14 trouncing of
the Belly Club. The high scorers in
this game were Tegge (20 pts.),
Sawecky (15 pts.) and Howard
(14 pts.) Hear that Dino?
Great interest has been shown
thus far by the student body in all
the intramural sports. As in past
years, the championship winners
will receive B.C. jackets.
?

B.C. Scares P.C.

Hit New Haven
Fairfield Here Thurs.

Hoopmen

By VIN CLAYTON

Tomorrow night B.C.'s talented John Thompson tapped in an erbasketball team will journey to rant Friar shot. After the score
New Haven to take on the Elis of was tied twice the Martinmen
Vale. Although Vale is not picked scored five straight points to take
as a Ivy title contender, the Elis a 10-5 lead with five minutes gone.
are always tough on their home Then after the Friars came back
court as was shown by their upset to tic the score at 10-10 and 12-12,
of the Eagles their last season.
Gerry Ward put B.C. back into
Coach Martin's squad returns the lead for the last time in the
home Thursday night to take on first half with a foul shot.
the Connecticut Jesuits from FairThe Friars, capitalizing on the
field U. The Stags are perennially great height advantage they had
one of the top small college teams over the Eagles, swept to a 37-28
in the East. Fairfield, which has halftime lead. The Friars got
won the Tri-State League two many of their baskets during this
years in a row, is led by 5-9 senior spurt on taps by Thompson and
Bob Jenkins. The other big scor- Jim Hadnot. It was also during the
ing threat for the Stags is 6-4 second part of the first half that
junior Bob Hutter, a second team Providence solved for awhile the
all-New England choice last year. BC full court press, which had
A week ago Friday the Eagles completely disrupted the Friars
opened their season with a 84-65 earlier in the game.
win over a good Brown U. team. The Friars looked as though
Although the game was won by a they were going to break the game
19 point margin the score was tied wide open as they widened their
8 times in the first half and the lead to 13 points, but the hustling
Eagles didn't go in front to stay Heightsmen kept fighting back
until Jim Hooley sunk a jump shot until Billy Donovan's jump shot
with little over five minutes re- put them into the lead 59-58 with
maining in the first half.
6:33 left in the game. It was the
Jim Hooley, All-New England effective use of their zone press
last year and an All-American which enabled the Eagles to come
candidate this year, opened up his back; one which is very similar to
senior campaign with 25 points St. Bonaventure's famed press.
besides doing a good job off the But in the next four minutes the
boards. Also doing a fine job was Eagles hit a cold spell and could
Billy Donovan, who poured ten score only one point while the
fieldgoals thru the nets for twen- Friars tallied thirteen. But the
ty points; and his backcourt part- game still wasn't safely in the PC
ner Chuck Cheveliar, who did an bag as the Martinmen narrowed
outstanding job in setting up his the gap to four points and almost
teammates for easy baskets. Gerry tied the game before the final
Ward should be mentioned for his buzzer sounded.
fine rebounding and his excellent There was no single hero for
defensive job; and Jerry Power B.C. as every player contributed
deserves praise for holding Brown's his bit. Jim Hooley was high
high scorer, Mike Cingiser, to one scorer in the game with 25 points
point in the first fifteen minutes besides grabbing 8 rebounds. Gerof the second half.
ry Ward scored 15 points besides
Last Tuesday night the Eagles bringing down 12 rebounds, blockmet what should be the best team ing numerous shots and outjumpon their schedule in the Providence ing 6-10 Hadnot on the second
Friars, ranked No. 4 in the country half tap. Captain Billy Foley
and defending NIT champs. B.C. played a good defensive game beproved itself a team to be reckoned sides being effective off the boards,
with in Eastern basketball circles while Donovan's 13 second-half
by losing to the towering Friars, points gave the Eagles a much
77-73, only after giving the sup- needed lift.
posedly better team a heart-stopCoaches Martin and Magee are
ping scare.
to be congratulated for the way
The Eagles again drew first they prepared the team for the
blood in the game as Jim Hooley game. This is one of those rare
opened the scoring with a foul times when the fans of the losing
shot but Providence's 6-11 soph, team can say the better team lost.

